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Our story
A short while back, Matt Pohlson and Ryan Cummins attended a benefit that
Magic Johnson was hosting for the Boys & Girls Club of America. As kids,
Magic was one of their childhood heroes, so you could imagine how pumped
they were to hear they might have a chance to join him at a Laker game and
then get dinner after.
The auction got started. As broke college students, Matt and Ryan could do
nothing but watch helplessly as the bidding reached $15,000.
On the drive home, they couldn’t stop talking about it. Why should life’s most
amazing experiences only go to the rich? How could an awesome prize only
raise $15,000 for such a great cause?
That’s when it hit them. What if they made these same types of opportunities
available online, and for a mere $10 donation anyone could have a chance at
winning? More people would get involved, plus you’d raise a lot more money
for the causes.
And here we are.

Just look at all that Magic!

Our mission:

To build a community that
leverages the power of story
and technology to transform lives.

Once-in-a-lifetime
experiences &
exclusive merchandise
The world’s top celebrities, influencers and brands—
from Robert Downey Jr., Serena Williams and Jon Stewart,
to the cast of Star Wars and Game of Thrones—work with
Omaze to create once-in-a-lifetime experiences and
exclusive merchandise for their fans, all in support of
the causes they are passionate about.

A couple of our campaigns:
EXPERIENCE

MERCHANDISE

Be in Star Wars:
The Force Awakens

Samantha Bee’s
Nasty Woman T-shirt

$4.3M raised
1.2B media impressions

$752K raised
300M media impressions

To benefit:

To benefit:

Transforming
traditional giving
Omaze democratizes the traditional giving model and enables
charities to engage with a massive global audience to drive
new levels of awareness and raise more money.

But only 7%
occurs online

$240B
giving industry

Currently only 7% of charitable giving occurs online.
By bringing influencer-driven fundraising online, and making it
fun and easy for everyone, Omaze is unlocking a previously untapped network of donors.

Real impact
Since launching in 2012, Omaze has impacted
over 200 charities and received donations from
over 175 countries.
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Matt & Ryan
Matt Pohlson / Co-Founder, Omaze
Before Omaze, Matt worked as the executive producer of content for the Clinton Foundation's "Decade of Difference", leveraging his passion for creating social impact through storytelling with this globally televised concert
event featuring stars of film, music, politics and sports. Before that he worked at McKinsey & Company in the
media practice. His other credits include "Ricky and Ravi", a comedy he created for Fox Television Studios, and
"10 x 10", a documentary designed to spur investment in girls education in the developing world produced in
partnership with the Clinton Foundation, the United Nations, and Queen Raina of Jordan. Matt holds an MBA from
the Wharton School where he was awarded the Dean's Award for Outstanding Achievement, and BA from Stanford,
where he graduated summa cum laude.
Ryan Cummins / Co-Founder, Omaze
Prior to launching Omaze, Ryan pursued his passion for using storytelling to create social impact as the executive
producer of content for "Decade of Difference", the Clinton Foundation's globally televised concert event featuring
stars of film, music, politics, and sports. Before that he created Untitled Thinkers, a media property based on a
series of intimate conversations he filmed with 120 Nobel Prize and Fields Medal winners, Pulitzers and Internet
Pioneers. Ryan started his career in cause content as the first director on “Live Earth”, the largest concert ever
thrown, featuring 150 artists in seven major cities all on the same day. He holds a BA in economics from Stanford
University, and an MBA from UCLA Anderson.

